contract manufacturing

Electronics
Manufacturing
Specializing in your success
• Knowledge
• Experience
• Quality
• Success

About Phason
At Phason, we have been manufacturing electronic
controls and related devices for customers worldwide
since 1985. In recent years, we have added new
equipment to our plant in mid-continent Winnipeg,
Manitoba, expanding our capacity to do high-value
electronic manufacturing for ourselves and others.
When you consider contract electronic manufacturing, we
encourage you to talk with us. We are technical experts,
superbly organized, and approach our customers’
business as if it were our own. We are flexible and
helpful, able to assist small and mid-sized customers
whose business does not fit readily into other electronic
manufacturers’ processes. We invite your enquiries.

What we offer
• Circuit board production
• Mechanical and box-build assembly
• Wire harness assembly
• Graphic design
• Technical writing
• Extensive, efficient supply chain
• Experience and success efficiently obtaining regulatory
approvals
• Documented quality management system
• Unique identification for tracking requirements
• Hardware, firmware, and software enhancement and
development
• Professional, friendly people who listen and respond to a
wide range of customer needs, flexibly and gladly

Our core business
Printed circuit board production
We have experienced and capable operators who
produce through-hole, surface-mount, and mixedtechnology circuit boards for a range of customers
in such diverse industries as consumer health care,
alternative energy systems, HVAC, and agriculture.
Phason is willing and able to do circuit board production
as a single product or family of products supplied directly
to you or your other contractors. We can also install
your finished circuit boards into larger, more complete
assemblies.

Mechanical and box-build assembly
In addition to producing your circuit boards and wire
harnesses, we are set up to do short and mediumrun finished product assemblies. Our supply chain
gives us access to a full kit of standard and customdesigned enclosures, accessories, and parts to finish
your assemblies for next-stage installation or delivery as
finished products.
Phason operators are experienced in testing finished
goods to your specifications, labeling them, and then
packaging them for final delivery.

Wire harness assembly
Our operators use automated equipment to strip wire of
various sizes and specifications, cut it to required lengths,
and then install connectors that suit your unique needs.
As with our circuit board production, we are prepared to
produce your wire harnesses as standalone output, or
integrate them into larger and more complex products.

Value-added services
Technical writing
Effective documentation helps reduce support time
and costs. We have experience creating high-quality
technical documents such as installation manuals,
troubleshooting guides, and wiring diagrams that make
it easier for your customers and support people to
install, use, and enjoy your product.
We can create and produce documents for print or any
electronic media you might need to distribute with your
product, or use for marketing and support.
Graphic design
We have experienced, in-house capability to design
graphics, labels, and more for your products. We can
also adapt your designs for printing or production to a
wide variety of media suitable for your product’s use.
Our communications department is expertly prepared
to help with both the aesthetic and practical standards
you expect and need for optimum customer appeal and
ease-of-use.

Mission-critical engineering functions
Hardware, firmware, and software optimization
Phason employs a team of professionals who will
evaluate your product’s electronic design, as well as
the design of any firmware or software used to direct
its functionality. We often work to enhance products
that have been engineered by outside consultants or
engineering teams.
We work with many companies to find the best
performance for their customers and to develop best
practices for efficient and effective production and
testing of their systems.
We are also willing and able to develop hardware,
firmware, and software from your concepts. We take
care to assume this responsibility only after evaluating
the project and then determining that our available
resources fit your needs.

Simplifying the complicated
Regulatory agencies and dependable suppliers
Many smaller companies or departments within
larger organizations have little or no experience
with regulatory agencies. We have considerable
experience with these official bodies, assuring
you the capability to meet approvals on time, on
budget, and without undue stress.
In addition, our over 20 years of wide-ranging
experience in electronics manufacturing has
equipped us with extensive knowledge of
suppliers for all the components you need to
create a finished build. You do not have to learn
who does what; let us put our knowledge to work
for you so that you can preserve your resources
for your key objectives.

Precise control at every stage
We work to documented procedures. This means
our processes are consistently employed for
quality output at each stage of procurement
and production. Every item we produce is fully
traceable for quality assurance throughout the
product’s life.
Phason is equally committed to documented
product testing that meets or exceeds your
standards and assures you meet your customers’
needs every time.
Finally, we are as particular about administrative
details as we are in engineering and
manufacturing. We complete all administrative
aspects of our business—production reporting,
change notices, shipping documentation, billing,
project management, and more—with timeliness
and attention to detail.
We are thorough and meticulous in
communicating what you need to know to
manage your interaction with us and the ongoing
sales and service of your products.

What our customers have to say
Elmendorf Manufacturing
Mountain Lake, Minnesota
“When we re-designed our Pro-Sort weighing and sorting system we found
Phason to be very helpful in adapting our electronics design to efficient
manufacture which met our customers’ needs expertly. With hundreds of
units now built and in use we have been completely satisfied at Phason’s
work for us and their continued interest in improving our products.”

MyPhield Technology Inc.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
“Phason has done an excellent job for us. They helped us refine our electronic
components design, worked closely with us through the test phase, and have
delivered on-time, on-budget production ever since.”

Our commitment to quality
We regard our customers as partners and do our best to ensure we provide them
with clear and comprehensive information and encourage input from them.
Our employees are knowledgeable, professional, and courteous in meeting the
needs of our customers and responding to them in a timely manner.
We are committed to delivering products that are free of defects in design,
materials, and workmanship, and to continuously improving all our processes
and products.
Our business, design, and manufacturing practices conform to the requirements
of our quality program, which requires us to continually review and improve our
processes and procedures.
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